
business model dimensions are brought together. For example, the leadership of fashion

firms often pair a creative mind—to come up with concepts that people had never

considered—with a business mind—to bring those concepts to the market. Desigual, a

fast-growing fashion firm, joined the creativity of Thomas Meyer with the business acumen

of Manel Adell. Legendary design firms such as Christian Dior, Ralph Lauren, Prada, and

Gucci also combine the separate talents of designers and businesspeople.8

Figure 1.1. Types of innovation
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Figure 1.2. The innovation matrix6

Managing incremental innovation is about managing knowledge. Incremental innovation

moves the current strategy forward. For instance, when Honda designs its new Odyssey, it

isn’t reinventing the automobile. Instead, a new version of an older model likely includes a

nice set of novelties. Its safety features are better, its technology makes driving easier, and

its entertainment capabilities are enhanced, but most of the parameters that define the car

are unchanged.

In contrast, managing breakthrough innovation is about managing ignorance and
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Figure 1.3. Management models for innovation

Continuous Progress

The type of innovation that many established organizations already excel at developing is

continuous progress—innovation that improves on current technology and business

models. A range of management tools has been designed over the last 150 years to deliver

on top-down incremental innovation.

Continuous progress starts with top management setting more demanding objectives for

each upcoming period. Top management often uses strategic planning to synthesize ideas

into specific objectives for a designated time. These objectives incorporate improvement

goals, investment decisions, and new management processes and structures. Difficult but

achievable targets, operational budgets, nonfinancial performance measures, and

investment budgets are some of the tools used for continuous progress.17 These objectives

force people to work harder, as well as be creative in finding new ways to meet their
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genius of many people throughout an organization and its networks.

Strategic discoveries are about trusting the people in your organization rather than

betting on the inspiration of a few at the top. Smart people, especially gifted ones within a

field, are far more likely to be found among employees and their external networks as

numbers grow. It is simply the law of large numbers—the chance of finding a person with

talent and a wonderful idea is much greater in a group of 10,000 people than it is in a

group of 20. This approach leverages not only the creativity within a company but also the

creativity in its network. (For a comparison of approaches to innovation management, see

table 1.2.)

Table 1.2. comparing innovation management approaches
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people throughout an organization and its networks.

On the opposite side of the coin, once the Startup Corporation begins to close in on a

viable product or service, it can leverage the parent company’s resources, networks, and

ability to execute. Figure 1.5 illustrates the activities of strategic discoveries that established

companies need to manage in utilizing the Startup Corporation. These activities are

comparable to the ones startups engage in on the way from idea to market, but they also

take into account the access to resources that is unique to established companies. (While

we present these activities in sequence, they go back and forth and often happen

simultaneously.)

Figure 1.5. Managing strategic discoveries with the Startup Corporation

What good is it if you excel at inspiring people to have fresh ideas but fail to ultimately

move those ideas to market in a meaningful way? Managing breakthrough innovation

requires the Startup Corporation to handle each of the different activities of strategic

discoveries: inspire, attract, combine, learn, leverage, and integrate.

The first activity—inspire—is about creating rich environments that stimulate people to

come up with new ideas. Unlike top-down models that bet on the vision of a few, the

Startup Corporation survives on the creative input of its members and their networks.
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company. Without strong foundations (see figure 1.6), the most advanced efforts for

breakthrough innovation stand a great chance of failing.

Even with all of the foundations in place, getting a breakthrough innovation to market in

a meaningful way—and turning that breakthrough into anything more than a passing fad—

requires the ability to execute and the ability to innovate incrementally.

Figure 1.6. Designing for breakthrough innovation

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE INNOVATION PARADOX

After its big coffee-by-the-cup breakthrough, Nespresso has kept its premium position in

the coffee market through a constant flow of incremental innovations to its products and its

business model. Facebook built on top of previous breakthrough innovations to create the

most successful social network. Yet Face-book’s continued financial success depends on
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Figure 2.1. The business unit structure

However, while it is hard to argue against smooth, efficient, and low-cost operations,

the better a company becomes at executing its existing business model, the less attention it

generally pays to the development of breakthrough innovations. Ford’s early focus on

continually improving cost savings is another illustration of the innovation paradox—the

way relentless pursuit of incremental innovation often crowds out the possibility of

breakthrough innovation. The temptation is for managers to favor ideas that reinforce the

existing strategy rather than consider those that challenge it.

Responding to shifts in industries, some incumbents misguidedly double their current

efforts, essentially doing more of what they are already doing. For example, before

refrigerators existed, ice was used to keep things cold. The ice-harvesting industry
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long term. For example, Inditex, the company behind Zara and other clothing brands,

came up with a radical approach to commercializing fashion, but its continued success

depends on its ability to execute on and constantly improve upon its business model.

Walmart’s original idea to establish large stores in rural Midwestern cities gave the

company its start, but keeping “everyday low prices” requires constant effort to improve

operations.4

Table 2.1. advantages of the business unit structure

Excels at execution and guiding continuous progress

Encourages incremental innovations that advance existing strategies through targeted

resource allocation

Creates economic and social value with demanding cultures while balancing risk and

motivation

Manages emergent improvements

Business units, based on functional structures, are hard to beat as long as the industry

structure remains stable. Yet their strength is diluted when facing structural changes in

the industry.

Most markets tend to remain stable for long periods. Their structure varies slightly and
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to move the project to the next stage, make changes, or cancel the project altogether.

Different companies have different numbers of stages, but all stages serve the same

purpose: to periodically review investments with the option to cancel so that an

organization can cut losses quickly on investments that aren’t working.

figure 2.2. The stage-gate process

Another way for top management to generate continuous improvement is by planning

and monitoring progress. Planning yields a set of targets that employees throughout the

organization have to meet. Ideally, these targets are challenging but achievable. Henkel

CEO Kasper Rorsted, for example, relied heavily on making people more accountable in

transforming the company. Accountability was enforced through a culture that emphasized

the customer; a transparent evaluation system to identify top and bottom performers; and a

balanced incentive system with individual, team, and company incentives. The drive for

performance resulted in people throughout the company identifying new opportunities for

growth and efficiency.
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Figure 3.1. Established companies’ versus startups’ investment management

Breakthrough innovation is less about long-term planning and more about short-term

experimentation. It is about exploring, discovering, and crafting an attractive proposition

for customers.

Entrepreneurs do not pretend to plan their future. And honestly, how could they? Often

they don’t even know if their value proposition has customers who are willing to pay for it

—and many times their initial plans are wrong! Business plans force them to think about

who is most likely to be attracted to their proposition, what the shape of the minimum

viable product will be, how the value proposition will reach the customer, and whether

there is economic value to be generated. A business plan is a tool to organize a thought

process and to explain it to outsiders, but the entrepreneur knows that she needs to move

to the market to truly test her ideas. Endlessly tweaking spreadsheets and business plan
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20 percent of them will succeed. It would be nice to know beforehand which 20 percent

this will be (and thus have a 100 percent success rate), but the journey of discovering and

crafting breakthrough innovation is plagued with wrong turns and dead ends.

Entrepreneurs themselves have realized that success is largely a numbers game. As a

result, many of them are becoming serial entrepreneurs, developing their entrepreneurial

career along several startups. But while starting several companies increases the chances of

success, it means that entrepreneurs need to be able to quickly test whether an idea has

potential. If they determine that a particular idea is a failure, they then scrap it and move on

to the next one. Figure 3.2 illustrates how the number of ideas shrinks as experiments

identify winning assumptions and discard the ones that prove to be wrong.

Figure 3.2. The numbers game of innovation

The need to rapidly test and assess concepts and ideas, however, does not preclude

passion. Entrepreneurs are extremely passionate, but they do not let that passion blind
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Valley being the leader. In regions where diversity mixes with passion, constant exchange,

freedom to fail, and easy networking, ideas move quickly, allowing people and

organizations to combine them and spot new opportunities. Resources abound, and seed

money is available for initial steps. People go from one networking event to a pre-startup

working on a new idea. Open incubators and accelerators provide mentoring and support.

Universities are often magnets for startup activity. Having a great number and variety of

resources in a relatively small area makes a fertile ecosystem for developing breakthrough

innovations.

Figure 3.3. Activities of startup innovation

Entice. Ideas that get positive response from the market are quickly picked up by that

same ecosystem of partners. Lawyers, accountants, venture capitalists, and executive

search companies supply startups with resources important for running a business but

peripheral to developing the core ideas of the startups. They also provide access to

networks, which permits startups to build relationships with established companies,

governments, and international markets. For example, Y Combinator in Silicon Valley is an

initiative that attracts entrepreneurs. Over the course of a few months, entrepreneurs are

heavily coached by top people in the valley, given ample resources, and put through an
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Table 3.5. Learning from the activities of startup innovation

Stimulate creativity—a rich environment is more likely to generate great ideas

Make resources available to experiment

Reward people who take risks

Let market forces select the winners

Don’t stop discovering too soon

Adapt management talent to the needs of the company

Table 3.5 summarizes the key points to learn from startup innovation.

LEARNING FROM THE CREATION OF SCIENCE

World-class research institutes are a constant source of new breakthrough technologies.

While they do not encounter the pressure that companies have of needing to develop a

product that will make it to the market, their organizations still offer valuable lessons about

how to organize for breakthrough innovation.

The Weizmann Institute is a leading research institution in Israel. Its approach to
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Figure 3.4. Two approaches to research in science

Innovation can be goal-driven or curiosity-driven. The former often leads to searches

around a narrow set of options. The latter inspires more unique discoveries.

Daniel Zajfman, president of the Weizmann Institute, described curiosity-driven

discovery: “If you see something that you don’t understand, but you try to understand it,

you will be able to do things that you did not imagine. This is how we work. We do not

focus on the problem, we are driven by curiosity. Problem solving never creates solutions

for problems of the future.”10

The most important decisions at the Weizmann Institute concern hiring. Since the raw

input for creating new science and technologies is very smart, well-trained, and passionate
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each other, and to share and nurture their thoughts at lunch, through the company’s

intranet, or in meetings to specifically discuss these projects. Ideas that gain enough

momentum receive additional funding, while exceptional ones reach Google Creative Lab,

which ultimately involves users in testing to better focus product function and design.

Figure 4.1. The Startup Corporation

By providing workers a certain amount of unstructured free time to explore their own

areas of interest and expertise, Google has engineered an environment in which thinking

radically is not only allowed but encouraged. Once an idea approaches becoming a viable

product, it has the might of Google behind it. By leveraging established organizations’

resources and ability to execute with startups’ insights into breakthrough development,

organizations can fight through the innovation paradox and ultimately grow. This is the
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of capabilities. The ability to manage and relate these networks is a significant competitive

advantage.

Strategic discoveries benefit from balancing market and company forces, internal

resources and knowledge, and open networks.

Figure 4.2. Balancing competing forces

While the innovation process that startups use is largely dependent on market forces

and startups’ ability to leverage external networks, the Startup Corporation also joins

internal resources and company forces (figure 4.2). Whether innovation happens within a

startup or an established organization, the process includes various activities, and it always
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they have similar backgrounds and passions or if “weird” people come in) is key.8 And if

an organization truly wants to benefit from the inventiveness of people in its ranks, its

environment needs to be conducive to transforming such creativity into valuable

opportunities.

Figure 4.3. The activities of breakthrough innovation

STAGE ONE: INSPIRE

Creativity includes combining many existing ideas to devise novel ones. The likelihood of

new combinations happening depends on having an environment rich in diverse

perspectives, and then providing vehicles for these perspectives to cross-pollinate.

Reebok, for example, borrowed the technology for the cushioning of one of its best-selling

shoes from intravenous fluid bags, and the microstructures of butterfly wings inspired a

revolutionary color display technology at Qualcomm.9
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affordability above all other factors can lead to new and exciting products and is an

alternative approach to innovation that concentrates on creating superior product

performance and quality rather than affordability (figure 4.4).21

Figure 4.4. The reverse logic of frugal innovation

The Ability to Scale

Dispersed R&D and marketing capabilities allow global players to develop products and

services with a worldwide appeal. Companies such as Intel, AstraZeneca, and General

Electric all have research centers across the world. Whether research centers are in

Germany, India, Israel, or China, each contributes its own expertise, and each contributes

local perspectives on the design of new products and services. These companies leverage

communication, collaboration, and training software to integrate perspectives that had
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Figure 5.1. Activities of breakthrough innovation

Leveraging and integrating, the back-end activities of the breakthrough innovation

process necessary to pursue strategic discoveries effectively, tend to be overlooked.

Managers get so excited about a unique idea or its potential to create new markets that

they forget about the execution side, believing that a great prototype will lead to a great

business. Engineers make the same mistake when they trust that a wonderful product will

draw customers.

The complexity of breakthrough innovations typically demands significant trial and error

to find the correct configuration of a new system. Uncertainty is prevalent, and smart

experimentation is the most effective way to gather information. The backend activities of

strategic discoveries require more resources as different system configurations are tested.

The later activities also call for a higher level of commitment from various partners,

including contracts. In this chapter, we look at possible solutions (or tools, as we also refer

to them later) for each activity of the innovation process.

SOLUTIONS FOR INSPIRING

Inspiring sits at the very front of the innovation process. Design thinking and human-

centered design have developed numerous techniques to stimulate ideas. These techniques
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are effective ways for teams to become more creative, whether they are part of an

established organization or just beginning with a startup. Table 5.1 outlines three solutions

—design units, stealth innovation, and bounded innovation—that focus on taking

advantage of being part of an established organization. As such, they work along design

thinking and human-centered design techniques. While mechanisms may differ, the

objective of each is to create new concepts internally—to pursue strategic discoveries

using the knowledge and skills that exist within the organization. Yet the inspiration for

achieving these objectives still derives from both internal and market forces.

Table 5.1. solutions for inspiring

Design Units

Design units are departments fully devoted to creating new ideas. For instance, design units

of top-line fashion firms aggressively explore creative concepts, pushing styles that shock

the market before being embraced. Designs in clothing, furniture, architecture, and

household objects are pure expressions of creativity.1 They also illustrate how creativity is

constructed as a social expression.

Design units generally focus on incremental innovation, developing concepts that are in

line with a company’s existing strategy. Yet design units can be given the objective to come

up with breakthrough ideas. Because such ideas do not simply happen—they are crafted
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these early users signal what the future of a market will look like.

Table 5.2. tools to

stimulate innovation

Import-in innovation

Design thinking

Lead-user innovation

Value innovation

Future life

Big data

Design units are teams focused on shaping ideas. They can be structured around a

particular stretch goal from top management, or they can be given the objective of

creating new concepts.

Value innovation. Value innovation unearths the deeply held assumptions of an industry

and then challenges them to create new value propositions; it is an effort to identify new

dimensions of value and redefine competition.4 For instance, Zara challenged the
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corporate Venturing

Large companies have mimicked certain aspects of the startup process, and corporate

venture capital (CVC) has been the most common approach. Based on the traditional

venture capital model, established companies invest in promising startups and support them

through their growth phases.

At first glance, the logic of CVC is straightforward—replicate the venture capital aspect

of startups. Yet several critical differences separate the two approaches. Traditional

venture capital funds have a single objective: to maximize returns for their investors. While

this task is not easy (no more than 25 percent of these funds return above their cost of

capital), at least the objective is clearly defined. Venture capitalists need to possess a

quality network to attract interesting companies, the skills to select those that have the

potential to create a new market or disrupt an existing one, and the experience and

contacts to help each startup discover the business model that can best realize its growth

potential.

Table 5.3. solutions for attracting

Corporate venturing

Discovery units

Competitions and tournaments
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Innovation tournaments, based on competition, reproduce an important part of the

startup environment. They are best suited to the early stages of the innovation process—

and only if problems are precisely defined. As problems become broader, discovery and

execution become more relevant.
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from the startup in exchange for support. Such resources range from rent to the more

common equity participation.

Table 5.5. Solutions for combining

Incubators and accelerators

Collaboration

Corporate venturing

Established companies have picked up on the concept of incubators, and many have

translated it into internal efforts that support breakthrough innovation. The principle of

corporate incubators is similar to that of private incubators—both provide support during

the early stages of an idea. Corporate incubators focus on intrapreneurs, company

employees who have an idea worth exploring further. The incubator offers them company

resources, access to internal talent and knowledge, and time and money. The incubator

also protects these radical innovators from the short-term focus of business units.

Incubators provide an environment designed to support the unique needs of strategic

discoveries in the early phases. Accelerators adapt this environment to later stages

when the discovery process is closer to the market.

Corporate incubators or accelerators also house entrepreneurs with startups relevant to
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this growth.18 While you certainly can’t force luck, you can be ready to capitalize on it

when it swings in your favor.

Table 5.6. solutions for learning

Incubators and accelerators

Experimenting

Prototyping

Incubators and Accelerators Again

As we described earlier, incubators and accelerators provide a unique environment for

facilitating the combination of ideas, but they are helpful as well in structuring the learning

activity. “Failure” is seen not as a lack of success but rather as part of the learning process

about how to design future experiments. Incubators understand that not meeting initial

expectations is an opportunity to learn and adapt before big investments are made. This

conception of failure sharply contrasts with that of most business units, in which failing to

meet the plan turns on all the alarms. That viewpoint explains why breakthrough

innovations within business units often struggle to prosper; missing expectations is a red flag

that causes leaders to divest more rapidly than more adventurous business structures might

allow.
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Figure 5.2. Discovery

Several experiments can happen concurrently, as business models have aspects that are

not necessarily connected. Tools such as design thinking aid in product or service design,

and concepts such as the value chain and the business model canvas20 help explore the

business model design.

Prototyping

Using prototypes to experiment provides significant learning per unit of investment. Internet

businesses release beta versions of new products with little marketing effort to keep traffic

low but quickly get feedback from customers. Physical products benefit from rapid

prototyping techniques that tools such as 3D printers provide. Such prototypes do not

need to be fully functional; much testing can be done on a new product’s physical

appearance. Also, testing a particular feature does not require that other features be

operational.

Experimenting and prototyping are two of the most effective ways to test breakthrough

ideas. Careful design and execution will provide the most learning.

Prototyping also extends to the business model, to quickly learn what works and what
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doesn’t. Internet business models are easiest to test. Landing pages’ pricing structures

differ so companies can learn about customer reaction to varying pricing strategies. Even

physical stores can utilize prototypes. For example, Steve Jobs’s prototype of the Apple

store—a warehouse that was a full-scale, fully stocked store—was ultimately decisive in

designing and shaping the overall customer experience.21

SOLUTIONS FOR LEVERAGING

The experimentation that occurs during the learning and leveraging activities ultimately leads

to execution. The ideal outcome of the learning effort is both a technology model and a

business model that are strong enough to be scaled up. Leveraging focuses on building the

business’s culture, growth path, and management infrastructure (table 5.7). Often,

organizations assume that this transformation will happen naturally, but such transitions are

difficult and benefit from designing these processes. They are resource intensive, and

potential cannibalization or synergies with existing business units happen at this stage.

Table 5.7. Solutions for leveraging

Culture

Growth

Infrastructure.
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The final activity for successful breakthrough innovations is integration, for which there are

three broad solutions: working the breakthrough into an existing business unit, spinning it

off, or keeping it as a separate division (table 5.8).

Table 5.8. Solutions for integring

Reconfiguration

Spin-off

New division

Reconfiguration

Breakthrough innovations can reconfigure, and sometimes even replace, existing business

units. LED lighting, for example, reworked the lighting division of companies such as

Philips. The new technology made the old incandescent technology obsolete to most

applications, and options for new products and markets further shifted the business unit.

This type of integration is difficult. It requires changing the way managers and employees in

the division see their business model. The natural reaction to the redefinition of existing

business units is to fight the breakthrough innovation in favor of maintaining the status quo.

Certain breakthroughs can be integrated into existing business units. This solution is

more common when the breakthrough happens at the product rather than the system level.
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innovation, benefiting from tools such as corporate venturing, discovery units, and

innovation tournaments.

Table 6.1. Tools for attracting

Corporate venturing scans the environment to identify startups that can potentially stoke

the innovation process. Strategic acquisitions can add new products to a company’s

portfolio, or they can be part of an effort to craft a breakthrough solution. In the latter

case, acquisitions are combined with efforts inside the company. Corporate investing
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networks. For instance, Honda’s discovery unit in Silicon Valley is deeply involved in the

various regional networks. But its challenge is to manage not only its relationships with

those networks but also its relationship with the R&D department of Honda. The

combination of fast-paced startup networks with slower-paced internal networks can be

difficult.

Table 6.2. tools for attracting

Innovation tournaments attract ideas by offering financial prizes that encourage internal
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management alone.” That idea was her last with the company. A culture in which people

who contribute ideas end up accountable for them but have no resources to pursue them

will quickly kill bottom-up innovation.

Table 7.1. culture as a foundation of strategic discoveries

Making resources available to innovators

Supporting people to take risks, whether they succeed or fail

Seeing breakthrough efforts as necessary to long-term survival

Balancing technology and business insights for innovation

Understanding the needs and challenges of breakthrough innovation

Openly communicating within the organization and its networks

Organizations that enjoy lasting success do so in part because they have developed a

strong and positive culture.1 General Electric explained in its 2008 annual report (and

featured on their website until 2012), “At GE, we consider our culture to be among our

innovations. Over decades our leaders have built GE’s culture into what it is today—a

place for creating and bringing big ideas to life. Today, that culture is the unifying force for

our many business units around the world.” Google’s founders thought that managing the
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Table 7.2. mechanisms for shaping cultures

Employee abilities shape what individuals can do. organizations can acquire people with

specific skills, eliminate redundant ones, and train people.

Innovation activities, which focus on understanding current and future customers as well as

innovative competitors (often startups), support and circulate ideas.

Goals and rewards provide the incentive to take risks and a sense of fair compensation for

doing so.

Top management behavior models the important aspects of the organization and supports

particular behaviors throughout the organization.

Organizational structure describes each individual’s boss, peers, clients, and suppliers,

clarifying individuals’ organizational identity.

Access to time and resources allows people to be effective. the more resource constraints

they face, the less likely employees will display expected behavior.

The British-based retailer Tesco illustrates how a large organization developed a strong

culture of high employee engagement, customer-focused innovation, and excellence in

execution.4 Twenty years ago, Tesco was perceived as a second-rate local organization.

Since then, and despite an unsuccessful attempt to enter the US retail market, Tesco has
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For instance, one Silicon Valley company provides tickets to a game of the local National

Hockey League team whenever an important milestone is achieved. These signs show that

management is aware of people’s extra effort and risk taking to move the company

forward (figure 9.2).

While breakthrough innovation comes from passionate people, the organization has to

provide a compelling vision and fair rewards for that passion to thrive. The perception of

what is a fair reward will of course vary across companies, professions, geographies, and

cultures. As strategy and incentives surrounding breakthrough innovation differ from

organization to organization and industry to industry, so do management systems.

Figure 9.2. Rewards for supporting passion

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS FOR BREAKTHROUGH INNOVATION
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brick wall, leaving little room for dissension within the company. Of course, there are

exceptions, and some entrepreneurs have scored wins more than once. But frequently the

success of the first breakthrough is unrelated to the quality of the second.

Figure 10.1. The Startup Corporation

Strategic discoveries, however, are bottom-up breakthrough innovations. They involve

tapping the brainpower within the company and its networks to allow breakthroughs to

bubble up. Strategic discoveries require a different management approach from that of the

business unit—an approach embodied in the Startup Corporation. While this management

structure is inspired by the stages of innovation that startups follow, it leverages the

strengths associated with being part of an established company (figure 10.1).

Strategic discoveries will rarely beat startups at what they do best: creating
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successful startups are not sequential. Rather, startups go back and forth as they

experiment and craft their business model. Market forces dominate most of these activities,

and the local market determines the level of stimulation for ideas.

Figure 10.2. Designing for breakthrough innovation

In designing the Startup Corporation, established companies need to consider how they

will manage the process of innovation. How will they inspire their people and people in

their networks to come up with breakthrough ideas? Because of the importance of

ecosystems for strategic discoveries, the Startup Corporation model utilizes tools—from

collaboration with research institutions to startup acquisition—to attract contributors to the

breakthrough. Both the stages of innovation and the design of the Startup Corporations

substantially replicate market forces.
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Ultimately the strength of established companies is their excellence at managing

complexity. Combining different ideas, resources, and external and internal players builds

on this management ability. Different solutions mix resources in various ways. Experiments

test these solutions to learn which model will be best suited for getting the innovation to

market. Figure 10.3 illustrates the activities that need to be managed to get breakthrough

innovation.

Initial releases to market often need refinement, but incremental innovation is the

strength of business units. At this point, the Startup Corporation leverages the rest of the

company to move quickly through the cycles of incremental innovation and grow the

market. When the innovation is mature enough that keeping ahead of competitors requires

the business units’ skills—execution and incremental innovation—the final stage has come.

Figure 10.3. Managing strategic discoveries with the Startup Corporation

Various organizational designs and tools address each of these activities. Every

alternative relies on market and organizational forces in different ways, and a well-designed

Startup Corporation will incorporate these options according to its own situation: its size,

its internal strengths and weaknesses, and its industry. In developing breakthroughs, often

the main weakness is to fail at managing the entire innovation process. Companies devote
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